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Let o be a nonsingular antiperiodic automorphism of a Lebesgue probability 
space (X, s!, p). Let x = (n,, ntr . . . . xk, ) be a probability vector with the property 
that the k’s for which nk > 0 is a relatively prime set of integers and x,z, in, < co. 
Then there is a measurable set B of positive measure such that the relative distribu- 
tion of return times under o to B is the given distribution. xy 1990 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the following problem: Given a nonsingular 
automorphism of a Lebesgue space, find a measurable subset having a 
prescribed set of return times. We show that such a set can always be found 
for any nonsingular antiperiodic automorphism of a Lebesgue probability 
space (X, -02, p) as long as the set of return times forms a relatively prime 
set of integers. Furthermore, we can say a good deal about the distribution 
of these return times. 
These results imply Alpern’s theorems Cl, 21 on the return times of finite 
measure preserving transformations. The latter have proved to be very use- 
ful in ergodic theory, the study of measure preserving homeomorphisms 
[l], and in the coding of stationary stochastic processes (cf. Alpern, 
Prasad [3]). The results in this paper, in addition to implying Alpern’s 
results for the measure preserving case, may also be used to infer analogous 
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properties for nonsingular homeomorphisms and nonstationary stochastic 
processes. We use our main result to prove several conjugacy theorems for 
nonsingular transformations. We point out that one such application, 
Corollary 1, is related to Theorem 6 of Choksi and Kakutani [IS] concern- 
ing the conjugates of an ergodic infinite measure preserving transformation. 
We let G = G(X) denote the group of all CL-nonsingular bimeasurable 
bijections c, of the Lebesgue probability space (X, ,cP, p) (i.e., pa-‘(A) = 0 
if and only if p(A) = 0). 
Our main results follow. 
THEOREM 1. Let cr be a nonsingular antiperiodic automorphism of a 
Lebesgue probability space (X, ra2, u). Let x = (71,) x2, . . . . nk , . ..) be a proba- 
bility vector with the property that the k’s for which rx* >O is a relatively 
prime set of integers and C,“=, knk < 00. Then there is a measurable set B 
qf positive measure such that the relative distribution of return times under 
a to B is the given distribution. 
We note that without the finiteness of the mean return time (i.e., 
C,“=, kn,) the theorem would not be true in general since, for a measure 
preserving transformation 0, Kac’s Theorem (cf. [6]) says that p(B) = 
(Cp=, k7tk))’ = n*. We also note that Rohlin’s Lemma (cf. [63) is a 
special case of this theorem, since Rohlin’s Lemma asserts the existence of 
a set with return times n and 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let o and rc be as above. There is a measurable partition 
P = ( Pk, i: k = 1, 2, . . . . i = 1, 2, . . . . k ) of X with base B = IJ p= 1 P,, , satisfying 
(1) ~.(pk,r)=pk,r+l~ for i<k, k= 1, 2, . . . . and 
(2) I~P~,~)IP(B) = ~for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
Furthermore, given any positive numbers y and yk, k = 1, 2, . . . . the partition 
P can be made to satisfy the following, where n* = (Ck kn,)-’ : 
(3) (1 +yk)-’ <p(Pk,I)/u(Pp,l)< 1 +Yk,,for k= 1, 2, . . . and i= 1, . . . . k 
(4) n*/(l+y)<p(B)<(l+y)n* andconsequently 
C5) t1 +r)-2<~(Pci)l(nk~*)<(1 +Y)*. 
Note that conclusions (1) and (2) above are simply a restatement of 
Theorem 1 in partition language. If 0 preserves ,u, then it follows from (1) 
and (2) that p(B)=n* = (C,“=, kn,))’ (i.e., Kac’s Theorem), and that 
PL(P~,~) =PL(P~,~) = n,p(B) = rtLkrc*. The assertions of conclusions (3)-(5) 
are that these equations “hold approximately” for certain partitions, even 
in the more general case of nonsingular 0. In particular, we can guarantee 
that p(U:=, Pk.;) z krc,7c* -#k (the $k’~ sum to 1). The next theorem 
shows that we can obtain this relation exactly. 
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THEOREM 3. Let o be a nonsingular antiperiodic automorphism of a 
Lebesgue probability space (X, d, ,a). Let 4 = (4,) d2, . . . . bk, . ..) be a proba- 
bility vector with the property that the k’s for which rjk > 0 is a relatively prime 
set of integers. Then there is a partition (P,,i: k = 1, 2, . . . . i= 1, 2, . . . . k} qf X 
such that 
(l) o(Pk,i)=Pk,r+19 for i < k, and 
(2) ,4UFzl f’k.i)=4kfor all k. 
Theorem 3 is the extension of Alpern’s result [2, Theorem l] for 
measure preserving transformations. Note also that Theorems 2 and 3 
extend Chacon and Friedman’s [4] result that for nonsingular antiperiodic 
automorphisms one can always find a set having return times 2 and 3. 
Before proceeding with the proofs of these theorems we state some 
consequences of these results. The first is a nonsingular extension of a result 
of Alpern [2, Theorem 41 for measure preserving automorphisms. The 
conclusion of the corollary below is also similar to the conclusion of 
Choksi and Kakutani’s Theorem 6 in [S], concerning infinite measure 
preserving transformations. It is also related to a conjugacy result of 
Chacon and Friedman (cf. [6, Theorem 7.131). 
COROLLARY 1. Let a, z E G with o antiperiodic and z ergodic. Let FE JZI 
with u(F) < 1. Assume either 
(1) u(FutF)< 1, or 
(2) gn is ergodic for all n 2 1 (z is setwise aperiodic): for all A E &, 
O<p(A)<l, n>l, t”(A)#A. 
Then there is a 8 E G such that W’&(x) = z(x) for p - a.e. x E F. Further- 
more, if a and 7 preserve u, then we can also choose 8 so that it preserves u. 
ProoJ Given z and F we construct a partition {F,,i: k = 1, 2, . . . . 
i = 1, 2, . . . . k} of X, based on the skyscraper with base B= X\rF. The 
set F,,, = X\(Fu zF) has positive measure if hypothesis (1) holds. For 
k > 2, define Fk,l = {x~F:r-‘(x)$F,t’(x)~F, for i=O,...,k-2, and 
T~-~(x)$F), and Fk,i=~ipl(Fk,l) for i=2 ,..., k. Observe that F= 
(J,“=, lJ;r,’ Fk,j. Note that either of the hypotheses (I), (2) implies that 
gcd{ k : rck = p(Fk, i ) > 0} = 1. Given rc = (rri , . . . . znk, ...) and CJ we can apply 
part (1) of Theorem 2 to obtain a partition P = ( Pk,i: k = 1, 2, . . . . 
i= 1 , . . . . k} with a(P,,,) = Pk.;+, for i<k, and u(P,,I)>Ooz/,>Oo 
,u(Fk,l) > 0. Hence we can define 8 on Fk,, to be any nonsingular 
bimeasurable bijection onto Pk,, . Extend 0 to all of X by setting for 
XE+F~,~, @(~)=a’-‘Bz- ‘+ l(x). Then 8 has the required properties. If c 
and T are p-preserving, then by the remarks after Theorem 2, we can 
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choose Pk,, so that p(Pk,r) = rcnkn* =p(Fk,,), k = 1, . . . . 00. Hence 0 can be 
choosen to be p-preserving. 
The next corollary says that given any nonsingular antiperiodic 
automorphism CJ and the transition probabilities of a positive recurrent 
aperiodic irreducible Markov chain with discrete state space, there is a 
partition P such that the transitions under ~7 of the partition elements are 
“approximately” that given by the Markov chain. This may be used to infer 
an approximate coding result for nonstationary processes analogous to 
that proved in [3]. See also the results of Alpern [l], Kieffer [8], and 
Grillenberger and Krengel [7] for the stationary case involving finite state 
Markov chains. All of these results follow from the next corollary if CT is 
measure preserving, since y below can be taken to be 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Let a E G be antiperiodic. Let N be the set of nonnegative 
integers. Suppose that (pi, j: i, jE N) are the transition probabilities of a 
positive recurrent, aperiodic, irreducible Markov chain with state space N. 
Then for each y > 0, there is a partition Q = {Q,} itN of X such that for all 
i, jEN, 
Pi,j < P(Qina-‘Qj) 
(1 +lJ12’ 14Qi) 
w+Y)2Pl,,. 
If u is p-preserving the above holds with y = 0. 
Prooj: Let x= (rrnk)keN, be given by: rtk is the probability that the 
Markov chain starting at 0 first returns to 0 in exactly k steps. Then the 
aperiodicity of the chain implies that 7c satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 2. Let yi = y and let P be the partition from Theorem 2. Attatch 
the label 0 to B the base of the partition. Then for each distinct loop w = 
[IO=&, i Ir . . . . ik = 0] at 0, having probability a, find a subset F, of 
UF=, P,,i SO that ~(Pk,,n((Ur=l~‘-‘Fw))=a~(P,,i) for l<i<k. This 
involves using the Erasing Lemma of the next section. The different F,‘s 
can be chosen to be disjoint from each other. Attatch the labels i,, . . . . ik _ 1 
respectively to z ‘- ‘F, for i = 2, . . . . k. When this is done for each distinct 
loop at w = [0 = i,, i,, . . . . i, =O], each point in X has a single label. Let 
Qi be the set consisting of all points with the label i. This is the required 
partition. 
Since (X, ~4, p) is a Lebesgue space and all Lebesgue spaces are 
(measure theoretically) the same, we specialize in this and the next 
corollary to the case when X is the open unit disk in the plane, and p is 
the normalized planar Lebesgue measure. On G(X) consider the following 
three topologies: compact-equal, compact-open, and the uniform topology. 
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Bases for z E G in these topologies are given respectively by setting for 
compact Kc X, and E > 0 
(1) V(~,K)={~EG:~(X)=LT(~)~--~.~.~EK}. 
(2) N(z, K, E)= {CTEG: /z(x)-a(x)1 c&p-a.e.xEK). 
(3) ~(z,&)=(d~G:/.~{x:z(~)#c~(x)}<E}. 
Since there are compact sets of arbitrarily large measure in X the 
compact-equal topology is finer than the compact-open topology and the 
uniform topology. It follows that: 
COROLLARY 3. For o E G an antiperiodic automorphism the compact- 
equal closure of the conjugacy class of 0 (i.e., { 8 ~ ‘00 : 8 E G} ) contains the 
setwise aperiodic automorphisms. 
The next result is the nonsingular analogue of one for measure 
preserving automorphisms which has proved to be very useful in proving 
approximation results for measure preserving homeomorphisms. 
COROLLARY 4. The compact-equal (and, therefore, the compact-open) 
closure of the conjugacy class of an antiperiodic c E G(X) contains the 
ergodic nonsingular homeomorphisms of the open disk X. 
Proof: Let T be an ergodic homeomorphism of X and let Fc X be 
compact. Then Fu TF is compact and so ,u( Fu TF) < p(X) = 1. Hence 
Corollary 1 applies with condition (1). Consequently &‘&E V(?, F). 
Remark. In Corollary 4, X can be taken to be any noncompact sigma- 
compact, connected manifold, d the Bore1 subsets of X, and ,U any non- 
atomic Bore1 probability measure strictly positive on nonempty open sets. 
2. LYAPUNOV'S THEOREM AND SKYSCRAPERS 
Since all our theorems apply to a single antiperiodic automorphism in G, 
fix an arbitrary one and call it 6. We say that a measurable partition 
{ Ei: i 2 0} of X is a skyscraper if o(Ej) c E, v Ei+ 1 for i = 0, 1, . . . and if 
almost all points of E0 return under D to E,. The top of (E,) is defined as 
cr-‘E, and denoted by T( { Et}). For any measurable subset F of E,, define 
F,,=F and for i>l, E;,=G(F~~~)~E,. Define C(F)=Uz,F,, to be the 
column(s) over F. Since 0 is antiperiodic, the following lemma follows from 
the existence of recurrent sweep-out sets of arbitrarily small measure 
LEMMA. For each positive real number E, 0 -c E < 1, and c a nonsingular 
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antiperiodic automorphism of a Lebesgue probability space (X, ~4, p) there is 
a skyscraper { Ei) such that 
In this language, Theorem 1 states that X can be partitioned as a 
skyscraper with only columns of specified heights as long as the set of 
heights is relatively prime; furthermore, we can specify the probability 
distribution of the base of these columns (Theorem 1) or we can specify the 
distribution of the measure of these columns to be any probability vector 
(Theorem 3). 
To prove Theorem 1 we use the following well-known result due to 
Lyapunov, on the range of a vector measure (cf. [9]). 
LYAPUNOV'S THEOREM. Let vj, j= 1, . . . . n, be finite nonatomic measures 
on a measurable space (E, CCQE). Let v : SZJ~ + R” be defined by 
v(F) = (v,(F), .“, v,(F)). 
Then the range v(&~) is closed and convex. In particular we have: 
(1) Given any number a, 0 < a < 1, there is a set F, E sY~ such that 
v,(F,) = W,(E), j= 1, . . . . n. 
(2) Given any positive integer k there is a measurable partition 
(Fi>f:d of E such that v,(F,) = v,(E)/k, j= 1, . . . . n. 
The following two lemmas concern an arbitrary skyscraper {Ej} and are 
simple consequences of Lyapunov’s Theorem: 
ERASING LEMMA. Let (E, > be a skyscraper. Let P = { Pj>,“= , be any 
partition of (X, ral) and let a, 0 <CI < 1, be any number. Then there is a 
measurable subset F of E, with 
p(Pin C(F))=ap(Pj) for j= 1, . . . . n 
and consequent/y 
PL(C(F)) = a. 
Proof. Define nonatomic measures vi, j= 1, . . . . n on (E,, zIEO) by 
v,(A)=AP,n C(A)). 
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Let F be the set Fa given by part (1) of Lyapunov’s Theorem. Then for 
all j, 
AP,n C(F))=v,(F)=ctv,(Eo)=or~(P,) 
since C(E,) = X. 
LABELLING LEMMA. For any skyscraper {E,}, any measurable subset F of 
E0 and any positive integer k there is a measurable partition {S,}~=, of 
C(F), with the following properties: 
(l) o(sj)cs,+I u E,, where addition on the indices is done mod k. 
(2) p(S,n C(F))=p(C(F))/k, j= 1, . . . . k. 
ProoJ For j= 1, . . . . k, A c F, let 
C,(A)= u a”(A). 
/‘=J(“X3dk) 
Thus C,(A) is the j mod k subtower over A, For j = 1, . . . . k define measures 
Jj on (F, -4) by 
Since the k subtowers C,(F) have C(F) as their disjoint union, we have for 
all measurable subsets A of F 
: J#)=NW). 
,= 1 
By part two of Lyapunov’s Theorem there is a measurable partition 
{F, } “1; of F with Aj(Fi) = ;1, (F)/k, i = 0, . . . . k - 1, j = 1, . . . . k. Define S, by 
k-m I 
S,= u C,+;(FJ 
i=O 
We claim that {S,}f= , has the required properties. To establish (I), 
observe that a typical subset of S, has the form ai’( where j’ = j+ i 
(mod k), and so there is some nonnegative integer n such that j’= 
j+ i+ nk. Thus, a typical subset of the left side of (1) has the form 
o(oi’(Fi))=&+l’+‘+“k(Fi)~Ci+,+i(Fi)uEocS,+, uE,. 
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To establish (2) observe that 
PL(SjnC(F))=P 
> 
k-l 
= C P(cj+z(F,)) 
,==O 
k- 1 
= 1 ii+ jtFi) 
1=0 
k-1 
i=O 
=;y Ai,, 
,=O 
= P(C(F)W 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
A measurable partition P = {Pk, ;} of (X, &) indexed by pairs (k, i), 
k = 1, . . . . CC, i = 1, . . . . k, is called a triangular partition. A singly indexed set 
Pk from a triangular partition P is U:=, Pk,i. The base measure b(P) of a 
triangular partition is defined by 
b(P)= f dpk,lh 
k= I 
The partition metric is given by 
IIR- QII = f 2 ptRk,i AQk,t)? 
k=l i=l 
where A denotes the symmetric difference between two sets. 
There are two distributions of a triangular partition P which we 
consider. The first is the base distribution given by 
The second is the column distribution 
Note that 
IM’) - h(Q)1 G IIP- QIL 
409’ I s2 ‘2~ I2 
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The metric on the space of distributions is given by their 1’ distance 
IX- YI = f IX,- Y/J. 
k-l 
The triangular partition P is an n-partition if P(P~,~) = 0 for all k > n. 
The partition of P of Theorem 1 is obtained as a limit of partitions P”, 
where each P” is an n-partition. For any distribution rt, set rc” = 
(n,/c,, . . . . X,/C,, 0, 0, . ..). where c, = Cy nk, and observe that lim, rc” = 7~. 
The partition P of Theorem 2 is a triangular partition which additionally 
satisfies a( P,, i) = Pk., + , for i < k. This means that if x belongs to Pk,i then 
G(X) belongs to Pk,,+ , , unless i = k, in which case a(x) belongs to B = 
uk Pk,I. With this property in mind we define a transition (k, i) -+ (k’, i’) 
to be “legal” if k = k’ and i’ = i + 1, or if i = k and i’ = 1. Define the “wrong 
set” of a partition P to be 
W(P) = {XE X: XE P,,i, ME Pk.,i, and (k, i) + (k’, i’) is not legal} 
Note that this may also be described as follows: 
WY= iyj klj1 (pk,r\~-lpk.r+*) 
k=l i I= I 
u(pkk\O-l (,a, ‘,.I))]. 
Note that conclusion (1) of Theorem 2, (T( Pk,i) = Pk,i+ r, i < k, is equivalent 
to p( W(P)) = 0 for a triangular partition P. To say that p( W(P)) is small 
is an approximate form of conclusion (1) useful for our limiting argument. 
Let n be the denumerable probability distribution given in Theorem 1. 
Define n* = (C,“= r kxk) ~ ‘, the reciprocal of the expected return time to the 
base set B. There are numbers N such that the set { 1 < k<N: rc/, >O> is 
relatively prime. Fix one such N. Consequently, for any n 2 N there is an 
integer u = u(n) such that for any pairs (k, i) and (k’, i’) with k, k’ d n, there 
is a legal sequence of transitions (k, i) = (k,, io) -+ (k,, il) + ... + 
(k,, ij) -+ ... --f (k,, i,) = (k’, i’) from (k, i) to (k’, i’) in v transitions, with 
k, < n for all j = 0, . . . . U. Let s, = min ( nk : A~ > 0, k d n 1. 
The next three lemmas concern a partition of a skyscraper and how it 
can be successively modified to another of the same skyscraper-the 
modifications done so that the changed partition is “closer” to the required 
partition of Theorem 1. In the proof of Theorem 1 (and 2) these lemmas 
are used consecutively on the same skyscraper. Lemma 1 says that the 
“wrong set” of an n-partition (P) can be moved to the top of the skyscraper 
(which is chosen to have a small top). Lemma 2 takes the resulting parti- 
tion (Q) and modifies it to (R) to have the base distribution zn while keep- 
ing the wrong set at the top of the skyscraper. So far, all of these partitions 
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are n-partitions. Lemma 3 then adds new labels (n + 1, l), . . . . (n + 1, n + 1) 
so that the resulting partition (S) has base distribution 7~” +’ and still has 
its wrong set at the top of the skyscraper. If the first of these partitions P 
is called P”, and the last S is called P”+ ‘, then we may expect that if 
I/P” - PII + 0 for some limiting triangular partition P, P satisfies d,(P) = 
lim &(P”+ ‘) = lim 7cn+ ’ = n. If these three lemmas are applied successively 
to skyscrapers having tops with measure decreasing to 0, we obtain 
p( W(P)) = lim p( W(P”)) + 0. 
LEMMA 1 (Moving the wrong set to top of skyscraper). For any n > N 
and E > 0 there is a 6 =6(n) z=- 0, such that the following holds. Given any 
triangular n-partition P with p( W(P)) < 6 and any skyscraper {Ei}, there is 
u triangular n-partition Q, with W(Q) c T( { Ei}) and IIQ - P(I $ E. 
Proof. As we discussed earlier, there is a positive integer v = v(n), such 
that all pairs (k, i) and (k’, i’) with k, k’ 6 n, are connected by a sequence 
of exactly v legal transitions. Since the measure v = CpzO & is equivalent 
to the measure p, there is a positive number 6 = 6(n), such that if p(A) < 6 
then v(A) <s/2. 
We can partition the base of the skyscraper into columns, given by the 
different P-m names for the points x E E,, where m is the number of floors 
in the skyscraper directly above X. By the P-m name of a point XEX, we 
mean the m-tuple of indices ((k,, i,), . . . . (k,, i,)) such that rF1x~ P,,+ 
j=l , . . . . m. Partition the base E, into sets with the same P-names. If Fc E, 
is one such set corresponding to a P-m name then uy=&’ o’(F) = C(F) is 
called a column of {E,} with respect o P. The sets o’(F), i = 0, . . . . m - 1, are 
called column levels. 
We note that W(P) n (E,} is the union of certain column levels of {E;} 
with respect o P. We obtain the partition Q by changing the label of cer- 
tain column levels corresponding to illegal transitions. Choose any column 
C(F) of {Ei} with respect o P which has a column level in W(P) n {Ei}. 
The set F corresponds to some P-m name 
(k,, i, ), -., (kj, ij), -, (k,, id. 
Let j, be the smallest value of j < m such that the transition from (kj, ij) to 
(k,+,, i,+,) is illegal. This means that a”(F) is the lowest column level 
belonging to W(P) n C(F). Choose (kj, +,, ij, +,), I = 1, . . . . v(n) - 1, so that 
the transitions 
(kj, y ij, ) -+ (kJ, + 1, i;, + 1) 
(6, +I, ii, +,I + (4, +,+ 1, ij, +,+ 1), 
(kk+u(n)- 19 iJ,+e- I) --, (k,,+,(,), i,l +oln)) 
1 = 1, . ..) v(n) - 2 
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are all legal transitions. Ifj, + u(n) > m, simply ignore the last j, + v(n) -m 
conditions. Define Q’ equal to P except on the column levels ajl+‘(F), 
I= 1, . ..) min(u(n) - 1, m-j), where the Q’ labels are respectively 
by, + 1, ii, + f ). Observe that W(Q’) contains at least one fewer column level, 
that is, ail(F), than did W(P). Now apply the same process to Q’ instead 
of to the partition P and call the resulting partition Q’. After repeating this 
process a finite number of times for each column name, we arrive at a par- 
tition Q with W(Q) c T( (Ej)). T o estimate the distance I/Q - P(I between 
the two partitions, observe that for each column level in IV(P) n (Ei}, Q 
differs from P at most on the next v(n) - 1 images under r~ of that level. 
Since 1) - 1) measures uch changes twice, we obtain the estimate 
/IQ-PII 62 C ~o’(W(P))=~V(W(P))<E 
r=O 
since p( W(P)) < 6. 
LEMMA 2 (Correcting the distribution). Let {Ei} be any skyscraper and 
let Q be an n-partition with W(Q) c T( (E,}). Then there is a triangular 
n-partition R with W(R) c T( (E;}), d,(R) = 7~~ and 
IIR - QII G 2n M,(Q) - WL 
where s,=min{rrk: lQk<n,nk#O}. 
Proof Choose CI, 0 < c( < 1, so that 
Let /I = 1 -u. Using the Erasing Lemma applied to the partition Q we 
find a subset F, of E. with 
/*(&.I n C(Fx)) = w(Q/c,~), k = 1, . . . . n. 
Define FB = E,\F,. Consider the partition X= C(F,) u C(FB). We define 
the triangular n-partition R as follows. On C(F,) we define R identically 
with Q, i.e., 
R;,i=Rk,inC(F,)=Q,,inC(F,), k = 1, . . . . n; i = 1, . . . . k. 
We partition Fp into n sets Fi, k = 1, . . . . n and label the set C(Fi) with 
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R-labels (k, l), . . . . (k, k) in equal measures and no illegal transitions, using 
the Labelling Lemma. By this construction we ensure that 
b ah(Q) + (1 - ~)/a. 
It follows (derived later) from the choice of c( that for k = 1, . . . . n, 
(1) 
Hence by appropriately choosing p(Fi) we can ensure that 
P(&,l) _ a&!k,l, + (l/k) P(C(F;)) 
b(R) a&Q) + C;=, (l/j) AW’-l,)) = “’ 
Therefore, d,(R) = zn”, W(R) c r( {E;} ), and 
IIR-QII <2(1 -c()=2an IddQ)-n”l/s, 
d 2n I&(Q) - dl/s, 
as required. 
The derivation of (1) is as follows: 
Let qk = PL(Qk.l)/b(Q), so 4,(Q) = (q,, q2, . . . . qn, 0, . ..I. For any k = 
1, . . . . n with qk > rr; we have qk - rc; < Idh(Q) - ~“1, and so since n: 2 s,, we 
have the following inequalities: 
a G 
l-a6 (qk - nz) rib(Q) 
‘(qk - %i) b(Q) d 
1-a 
- n;l- 
n 
l-u n 
aq,b(Q) < oln;t.b(Q) +- II n k 
aq,b(Q) Q 
l--a 
@b(Q) + - n 1 n”k 
WL(Qk,,) < n 
b(R) ‘xk’ 
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This establishes (1) for k with qk > n;. For k with qk d xz, (1) is obvious. 
LEMMA 3 (Adding (n + l)-labels). Let (Ei} be a skyscraper and let R be 
a triangular n-partition with W(R) c T( (Ei}) and d,(R) = rc”. Then there is 
a triangular n + l-partition S with W(S) c T( (Ei}) and dh(S) = 7t”+ ‘, and 
/IS-RII d2(n+ l)~,+,/~N. 
Furthermore there is a contraction factor CI,, , such that for any k, i with 
k<nandi<k, ,u(Sk,i)=~,+Iu(Rk,i), with 1--cr,+,~(n+1)rr,,+,/rc~. 
Proof The basic idea is the same as in the previous lemma. We “erase” 
the labels from a set C(FD), with u(C(Fp)) = b and then label this set with 
equal amounts of labels (n + 1, 1 ), . . . . (n + 1, n + 1). Thus for cr = 
M n+ r = 1 - /?, this ensures that the new partition S satisfies PL(S*,~) = 
a~(&, i) when k < n, and p(S, + I,i) = /?/(n + 1) for i = 1, . . . . n + 1. Since we 
add only “n + l-labels,” it follows that, b(S) = ah(R) + B/(n + 1). To ensure 
that d(S) =7c n + ’ it is sufficient to choose /I so that 
PL(Sn+l,l) = B/(n+l) n+ I 
b(S) (l-P)b(R)+p/(n+l)=A”+’ 
or equivalently 
l-a=fi= b(R)(n+ 1) z,+~ 
b(R)(n+l)%+l+cn’ 
Since /? < (n + 1) rc,,+ ,/n,, it follows that 
I/S-RI1 <2p(C(Fp))=2862(n+ l)rc,+r/rcN. 
We combine the first two lemmas of this section to obtain the following: 
LEMMA 4. Given n 2 N and E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that: Given 
any skyscraper {Ei) and triangular n-partition P with u( W(P)) < 6 and 
d,(P) = rc” there is a triangular n-partition R with W(R) c T( {Ei}), 
d,(R)=n” and I/R-PI( <E. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let E,, nB N, be any summable sequence of 
positive numbers, and let 6,, n 2 N, be the associated 6’s of Lemma 4 (with 
respect to n and E,). We may assume 6, -+ 0. 
We obtain the required partition P as the limit in the /I - (1 metric of 
triangular partitions P”, n k N, satisfying 
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(1) P” is an n-partition and d,(P”) = rc” 
(2) P(WW)<k+1 
(3) llPn-Pn+ll( <&,+,+2(n+ l)rr,+r/rrN, n>N. 
(4) ~(P:,i)=~(P~,,), i= 1, . . . . n, and CL(P~‘)=~(P[‘), k= 1, . . . . N, 
i= 1, . . . . k. 
We show there is a partition PN satisfying (1) (2), and (4). Let { Ei} be 
askyscraperwithp(T({E,)))<G.+,. Let E, be written as the disjoint union 
of sets F,, F,, . . . . FN with p(C(F,)) = k7c,N(C,N_, ix”)- ‘. The existence of 
such a partition follows from the Erasing Lemma. Fix any k and apply the 
Labelling Lemma to k and F = Fk. Call the resulting partition of C(F,), 
(P,&, i= 1, . . . . k}. Ob serve that ~(P&)=~(P~,), which is the strong form 
of condition (4) required when n = N. Condition (2) follows from the choice 
of the skyscraper. Condition (1) is a consequence of p(Pz I ) = p( C( F,))/k = 
rr~(C~= f in”))‘, and hence b(PN) = (Cy=, in”)-‘. 
Suppose P” satisfies conditions ( 1) and (2). Here is the way to construct 
P nf’ satisfying (l)-(4): Let {Ei} be a skyscraper with p(T({Ei)))<6,+,. 
Apply Lemma 4 to the partition P” with E = E, + I and 6 = 6, + , to obtain 
a partition R=R” with dJR”)=rr”, W(R”)cT(jEj)) and llR”-P”((< 
E,+ , . Next apply Lemma 3 to R = R” which yields a partition S = P”+ ’ 
which satisfies conditions (1 k(4). 
Since E, and nrr, are summable, condition (3) ensures the convergence of 
P” to a limit partition P by the completeness of the II- /I partition metric. 
Since /J( W( ‘)) is continuous in this metric, condition (2) ensures that we 
have p( W(P)) = 0. Similarly, d,(P) = hm,, d,(P”) = lim, rr” = n. Thus P 
satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 2 and hence its base B = 
UP= I Pk.1 is the required set of Theorem 1. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The proof of Theorem 2, parts (3), (4), (5) is based on a modification of 
the technique we used for Theorem 1. The idea is that if N is chosen suf- 
ficiently large and the E, small, then the partition P = lim P” obtained in 
the proof of Theorem 1 also satisfies (3), (4), (5). We also need to make the 
following observation about the construction in the proof of Theorem 1: 
PROPOSITION 1. In the construction above in the proof of Theorem 1, the 
following inequality holds for any k = 1, 2, . . . . i = 1, . . . . k, and n B max(N, k), 
where c(,+ 1 is the “contraction” factor of Lemma 3: 
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Furthermore, for j= 1, 2, . . . . we have 
k+t 
(a k+l .” ‘k +,) p(‘t,i) - c ‘/ G ptpt,t ‘) 
l=k+l 
k+l 
<(a,+,.‘. ‘k+ j) p(‘t,i)+ c ‘/’ 
l=k+l 
ProoJ Recall the inductive step in the proof of Theorem 1, which starts 
with P”, uses Lemma 4 to produce R”, and then uses Lemma 3 to modify 
R” to Pn+‘. 
Fix k and i. Since lip”-R”ll <s,+r, then Ip(P;,i)-p(R’&)( <E,+~. 
Furthermore, ~~,,+,p(l$)=p(P;,~). These two facts imply’ the first 
inequality. The second inequality follows by induction on j. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Conditions (3), (4), (5) follow from the construc- 
tion P = lim P” given in the proof of Theorem 1, if N is chosen sufficiently 
large and E, are chosen sufficiently small. Specifically, choose N so that 
n,>O and 
(1) {k : 1 6 k 6 N, and zk > 0) is relatively prime, 
(2) c,,,=n,+rt2+ ... +rrr,>i, and 
(3) c;‘CG.+, jr,<+. 
Observe that condition (3) above guarantees that the product of the 
contraction factors CI,, I> N + 1, exceeds $: 
@IMI* I ... 3M N+I”N+2’ 
>I- f (l-M,) 
/=N+l 
al- f J3 by Lemma 3 
j=N+I ‘N 
> 112 by (3). 
Next, choose the summable sequence E,, 1> N, so that 
E, < 7c,77*/6 
I=N+ 1 
(recall 7c* = (& k7Ck)-‘) and 
% 
x*nkYk 
‘I< 6C~(2 + Yk)’ 
k= 1, 2, . . . . 
I=max(N,k) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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These two conditions may be satisfied because ach successive E, has only 
a finite number of constraints. Formula (4) is needed because it implies 
(~/c71*/6~,) +CEmax,.qk) E/ < 1 + Yk, 
(7~~*/6c.w) - CZ,,ax~,v,k, E/ 
k = 1, 2, ..,. (5) 
We first establish a lower bound for the measure of the sets Pz,TJ for 
j=O, 1 ) ..*. For j = 0 the construction of PN ensured that p(Pz, ,) = nEb(PN) 
and that 
Hence p(P”,,,) > ~,,,rc*. For any positive integer j the Proposition and (2) 
and (3) guarantee that 
N+i 
PL(PN.1 If- N+J >u N+l”.h’+2’“c(N+,p vc,,)- c E/ 
/=N+l 
nN1l* ?LN7f+ IIN?? 
b- --=- 2 6 3 . (6) 
Now fix any k, i with 1~ if k. Let A4 = max(N, k) be the stage at which 
label k is introduced. By condition (4) from the proof of Theorem 1, there 
is a common value w=p(Pf’,) = p(Pj$). Since d(P”)= ?I~ we have 
PL(PFI )I/-dPE 1) = nk/nN and $0 by (6) 
From the second inequality of the Proposition and using (5), we have for 
all j 3 1 
~(P~itJ)~C(~+~"'CIN+jw+~:I::+~&/ 
M+I 
~L(f’k.1 ) tLN+l”‘CLN+jW-~~?+lE/ 
~ (l/2)( n,7?/3) + CM=+’ I MclEI 
(1/2)(z,n*/3) - C”=+.j / M+IEI 
d 1 +yk. (8) 
Since inequality (8) applies equally when i and 1 are interchanged, conclu- 
sion (3) of Theorem 2 is established by letting j + co. 
To establish conclusion (4) of the Theorem, observe 1 = C,“=, Cf= I p( P,, i). 
Hence it follows from conclusion (3), with y = yk that 
m k,W’k 1)c dd 1 < f kg(P,,,)(i +y). 
k=l l+Y k=l 
(9) 
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But by conclusion (2), ,u(Pk,,) = rcnkb(P) =n,p(B), so that (9) implies 
(10) 
Since rr* = (C,“= , kxk) I, (10) implies conclusion (4). Conclusions (3) 
(with yk = y) and (4) imply conclusion (5): 
= (1 + Y) ~kP(W 
Since the lower bound follows similarly, conclusion (5) is established. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let 4 = (+i, . . . . #k, . ..) be the given probability vec- 
tor satisfying the premises of Theorem 3. The proof of Theorem 3 follows 
the demonstration of Theorem 1 in that starting with a partition of a 
skyscraper we modify it to another partition of the same skyscraper, except 
that now the modifications are done so that the new partition is “closer” 
to the partition required for Theorem 3. Since it is the column distribution 
d,, instead of the base distribution dbr on the space of triangular partitions 
that provides our measure of “closeness,” Lemmas l-3 used in proving 
Therem 1 must be correspondingly altered. We outline only the changes 
required in proving the modifications to these lemmas. Lemma 1 is 
unchanged. Lemma 2 is changed to the following: 
LEMMA 2*. Let {Ei} be any skyscraper and let Q be an n-partition with 
WQ)c WE,)). Th en there is a triangular n-partition R with W(R) c 
T((Ei)), d,(R)=@‘, and 
IIR - QII d 2 Id,(Q) - d/s,, 
where s, = min { rz k: 1 <k<n, nk#O). 
This is proved by taking I - c1= 2 Id,(Q) - ~“I/s,. The skyscraper is par- 
titioned into the distinct Q-names. For a set corresponding to a Q-m name, 
Fc E0 (and C(F) the corresponding column of the skyscraper), use the 
Erasing Lemma to find a subset F, so that the relative distribution of Q on 
C(F=) is the same as that on C(F), and so that C(F&) has CI of the measure 
of C(F). The labels on C(F,) are kept and the other labels on C(F) are 
“erased.” If this is done for each distinct Q-name, the resulting partition B 
has a labeled part with labels (k, i) with i < k, and a (temporarily) 
unlabeled part of measure b = I- tl. For k = 1, . . . . n and i?, the set consist- 
ing of all points with first label k, we have by our choice of /I that 
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,u(&) d @,J. Partition the unlabeled part of C(F,) of each m-name C(F) 
(where Fp = F\F,) into n sets Fi, k = 1, . . . . n. For each k = 1, . . . . it starting 
at Fk attatch the labels (k, l), (k, 2), . . . . (k, k), (k, l), . . . until the top level of 
“(5;) is reached. By appropriately choosing p(C(Fk,)) (so that 
p(Rk) + CF p(C(Fk,)) = 4;) we obtain a partition R with W(R) c 7’( (E,}), 
d,(R) = qY’, and ((R - QII < 2p = 2 ldc(Q) - n”(/s,. 
When Lemma 3 is changed by replacing d, with d,., and rr by 4, the dis- 
tance between the resulting partition S and the given R then becomes 
JjS - RI] < 24”+ l/4”. The last statement of Lemma 3 on the contraction 
factor is not needed for Theorem 3. The proof that Lemma 3 can be so 
changed, uses the same ideas employed in the previous paragraph, and is 
not repeated. 
Theorem 3 then follows from these modifications of the lemmas in the 
same way that Theorem 1 follows from Lemmas 1, 2, and 3. 
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